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Young adult (YA) literature is widely understood to be defined by its entertainment value and 
its educational value. Whether explicitly or implicitly, it aims to “teach” its young readers 
desirable ways of being and desirable ways of knowing. This means that attending to how 
canonical or classic literature is used in young adult literature can give insight into a YA 
novel’s sociocultural agendas.  
 
Anyone—fan, critic, or both—who has attempted to engage with the afterlives of Austen 
knows that this is an exponentially expanding field. In the interests of time, I’m focussing on a 
narrow selection of contemporary YA novels which explicitly engage with Jane Austen’s Pride 
and Prejudice (1813).  
 
One does not have to delve too far into Austenian YA literature before noticing that it is a 
heavily gendered cultural space. The protagonists of these novels are young, heterosexual 
women; and the novels mostly tell stories of romance. While all of the novels I discuss are, of 
course, available to readers of any gender or age, they are clearly addressed to an implied 
audience of young women.  
 
This makes sense; even allowing for concerns of validity, participant selection, and 
repeatability, Kiefer’s The Jane Austen Survey 2008 of 4501 self-identified Janeites revealed that 
“Respondents were overwhelmingly female (96%), with a median age of 40”; tended “on the 
topic of feminism, to have a favorable (67%) rather than unfavorable (11%) opinion”; and, 
“Just over half of the respondents fell for Jane at an early age, 17 or younger.  Thirteen percent 
were 12 or younger!  Interestingly, males were more likely to come to Jane later in life, post-
college” (Kiefer).  
 
So, if one were thinking about a target demographic for adaptations of Austen, one could 
presumably do little better than a seventeen-year-old woman. This is true not only only 
because ongoing, active fan cultures are skewed towards femininity and adolescence (as a 
kind of ‘ground zero’ for Janeitism), but also because Pride and Prejudice is itself interested in 
these ideas. 
 
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: 
 
While it would obviously be foolish to equate the experience of adolescence in the early 
nineteenth century with that of today, think of the young and/or adolescent women who 
populate the pages of Pride and Prejudice!  
 
The Bennet sisters, obviously, but also the Lucas girls, Georgiana Darcy, Mary King, Anne De 
Bourgh. I’m hesitant to include Caroline Bingley, but perhaps we must.  What these women 
share (when the novel opens) is the ambivalent space between childhood and adulthood, 
dependence and independence, that continues to mark adolescence today.2 Despite the 
                                                
1 This paper was presented at “200 Years of Pride and Prejudice”, hosted by the School of 
English, Media Studies & Art History at University of Queensland, 11-12 October, 2013.  
2 I have not the room to discuss it here, but when rereading Pride and Prejudice for this 
presentation—attending specifically to its constructions of gendered adolescence, the character 
who captured my imagination most fully was Lydia Bennet. My reading lens this time around 
offered me a very different Lydia than my previous readings. She seems, far and away, a 
woman out of (perhaps ahead of?) her time. That the contemporary YA novels I’m reading 
here remain fixated on circumscribing Lydia might suggest that she remains a potentially 
transgressive figure: “Lydia was Lydia still; untamed, unabashed, wild, noisy, and fearless” 
(Austen 254). 
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varying contexts, concerns about social status and sexuality continue to shape young women’s 
attempts at agency and autonomy. 
 
The YA novels I’m discussing today throw these continuations into relief, because by 
definition, they are encouraging readers to consider the then and the now, and the effects of 
Austen on our understanding of each.  
 
Adaptations and Appropriations: 
 
I’ll be briefly looking at two modes of engaging with Pride and Prejudice: adaptations, and 
appropriations. In my earlier work on Shakespeare in YA literature, I distinguished 
adaptations from appropriations by attending to what kind of relationships they established 
with their pre-text. An adaptation will retell the plot of the pre-text, where an appropriation 
may retell the plot but is also concerned with modelling ways of relating to the pre-text, it will 
“contain instruction about how and/or why to read” the earlier text (Hateley 15). A few teen-
friendly examples should easily demonstrate the difference. 
 
So, for example, recent adaptations of Pride and Prejudice include the 2003 film, directed by 
Andrew Black, and the 2005 film, directed by Joe Wright. There are also adaptations in other 
media, such as the recent Marvel Comics adaptation (2009), and the web series, the lizzie bennet 
diaries (2012). Recent appropriations of Pride and Prejudice include texts such as the television 
program, Lost in Austen (2008) and Shannon Hale’s novel Austenland (2007).  
 
These examples are not specifically marked or marketed as young adult texts, but by virtue of 
their stars, their content, or their authorship, circulate within or adjacent to YA. They are 
crossover texts, with the capacity to appeal simultaneously to audiences of many ages.  By 
comparison, the YA novels I research are clearly marked as such: they typically have 
adolescent protagonists (these are often first-person narrators) with whom readers are invited 
to identify; these protagonists are experiencing “typical” adolescent comings-of-age—
navigating the individual versus the social, and the dependent versus the independent. Their 
plots, settings, and characters are all likely to be more familiar and identifiable—whether 
through experience or imagination—to adolescent readers than the plots, settings, and 
characters of more general literature. 
 
YA Adaptations: 
 
YA adaptations are novels that take their main narrative, characters, and themes from 
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Often, this takes the form of an updated and/or transposed 
version of Austen’s central courtship plot. Part of the pleasure in reading such novels lies in 
tracing the similarities to and differences from the original; rest assured, I am barely scratching 
the surface here! 
 
Rushton, Love, Lies and Lizzie (2009) 
 
In Love, Lies and Lizzie, Lizzie Bennet is a young British woman who has just finished high 
school, and whose family has unexpectedly inherited two million pounds, allowing them to 
purchase a new house in the Longbourne Estate. There, Lizzie meets James Darcy, who is from 
money old enough that he can tell her: my father, “happened to be the son of one of the Queen 
Mother’s equerries. And my mother was the youngest daughter of the Earl of Barroth. So you 
see, our worlds are poles apart” (Rushton 168). 
 
Despite this, it seems that the main point of social friction throughout the novel is Lizzie’s 
state school education, Darcy’s elite private school education, and the prejudices resulting 
from each. 
 
Luckily, Lizzie has musical talents which win her a placement at a “music centre in France—
doing singing therapy” (Rushton 103) just down the road from the estate-cum-hotel owned by 
Darcy’s aunt, “Kay Dee Bee—Katrina De Burgh. Of De Burgh Hotels” (91). 
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The novel roughly follows Austen’s plot, and Lizzie must learn to reconsider her own 
opinions: “she admonished herself aloud, glaring at her reflection in the mirror, ‘Lizzie 
Bennet, you’re as prejudiced as you thought he was. So what are you going to do about this 
mess?” (Rushton 179). 
 
Darcy needs no such correction, however, and they plan to travel to India together to do 
humanitarian work. Darcy is finishing his Master of Law degree, and Lizzie is taking a gap 
year before university. Lizzie’s four sisters all seem equally likely to find appropriate 
pathways to adulthood. 
 
LaZebnik, Epic Fail (2011) 
 
In Epic Fail, Elise Benton is one of four sisters whose parents relocate them to an elite private 
school in Los Angeles when their mother becomes principal, and their father a maths teacher, 
at the institution. 
 
Elise gets off to a rocky start with Derek. It turns out though that it’s not their family’s 
disproportionate income causing the friction, so much as the fact that Derek’s parents are both 
extremely successful movie stars. After attending a movie premiere with Derek, Elise realises 
that “If you had to deal with strangers constantly getting in your face, rooting for you to mess 
up in some way so they could get a photo of it, you’d probably learn to be on your guard all 
the time” (LaZebnik 213). This confirms her understanding that “I had picked the wrong side 
from the start” (107). 
 
Derek needs to learn to explain his behaviour (as opposed to changing it), and the path 
becomes mostly clear for the romance between he and Elise. 
 
Eulberg, Prom & Prejudice (2011) 
 
In Prom & Prejudice, only child Lizzie Bennet may come from a modest background, but her 
music ability has earned her a scholarship to elite boarding school, Longbourn Academy. 
When she meets Will Darcy from nearby boy’s school, Pemberley,  she takes to heart his 
proclaimed dislike of charity cases. 
 
However, as the romance between her best friend, Jane, and Darcy’s best friend, Charles, 
throws Lizzie and Will increasingly into each other’s company. Lizzie eventually learns, “All 
this time I’d berated Darcy for his pride, but I was the one who’d been blinded by my own 
stubbornness” (Eulberg 145). The compatibility between Lizzie and Will is sealed by the 
revelation that Will’s mother is a world-famous concert pianist who is genuinely interested in 
Lizzie’s talent. 
 
These two do not, despite the novel’s title, end up going to prom together, but only because as 
Darcy says to Lizzie: “Darcy picked up my hand. "You are far too important and special to me 
to take to such an uninspiring event” (Eulberg 223). 
 
The potential difficulty in finding equivalencies is not, as might be expected, centred on 
questions of social status and social mobility in these adaptations. As Amy Heckerling’s film 
Clueless (1995) revealed, the cliques and tensions of adolescent society map remarkably well 
onto Austen’s fictional society. This is true not least in the sense that reading an individual 
through their social location strikes us today as a marker of immaturity rather than of 
rationality. The microcosm of the school settings allows for acknowledgement of the ways in 
which economic status intersects with social status, at school as elsewhere. What concerns me 
most about this is the seeming insistence on Lizzie’s economic location being “inferior” to 
Darcy’s, even in these twenty-first century stories. Further, the economic “superiority” of 
Darcy apparently extends to personal superiority, as the YA novels expend far greater energy 
on the Lizzie characters “learning a lesson” than is even hinted for the Darcy characters. 
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However, less easy is negotiating equivalence for marriage and anxieties about sexuality. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the ways in which questions of ‘appropriate’ sexual relationships for 
adolescents are navigated by these adaptations is defined most obviously not only by the 
privileged romance of Lizzie and Darcy, but in good Austenian fashion, by the cautionary 
figure of George Wickham. 
 
In all three adaptations, Wickham’s villainy is attempted sexual exploitation of girls much 
younger than himself (the Georgiana and Lydia characters). Tellingly, this exploitation is 
emphasised by his tools of coercion being drugs and alcohol. This has the troubling 
implication that neither Georgiana nor Lydia are invested with any sexual agency. 
 
There is a clear pattern to Wickham’s offences, not just with Georgiana and Lydia, but across 
the three novels: 
 
“See, that was the night I discovered that George Wickham, the guy you think I’ve treated so 
badly—that was the night I discovered he’d been supplying my sister with drugs. How come I 
found out then? She had a convulsion, was rushed to hospital and nearly died.” (Rushton 176) 
 
“So he got her to sneak out and meet him one night, got her drunk—she’d never had 
more than a sip of wine before—and took some embarrassing photos of her. He didn’t 
even have the decency to take her home, just left her at a mall all alone after dark.” 
(LaZebnik 206) 
 
“My parents were gone one weekend and I came home to find empty liquor bottles 
around the house. I walked in on Wick trying to take advantage of my sister, whom he 
had gotten drunk. Fortunately, I got home before anything else could've happened, but 
I will never forgive myself for putting my sister in that situation” (Eulberg 142) 
 
The simultaneous coding of young women’s sexual innocence as the defining marker of their 
wholeness or value, and the removal of their capacity to make any decisions about their sexual 
encounters with Wickham, means that these twenty-first century novels may be peddling a far 
more retrograde sexual politics than can be found in Pride and Prejudice. In find similarly 
troubling the explicit moralising of Elise’s father in Epic Fail, which the novel makes no real 
effort to contest: 
There are few things more difficult than resisting the culture around you, Elise. No 
matter how solid a moral foundation parents may lay down, an individual’s values can 
always be corrupted by popular influence. And an impressionable young girl is even 
more vulnerable to societal pressures than others. (LaZebnik 288) 
 
YA Appropriations: 
 
Appropriations arguably offer a more complex mode of engagement than adaptations. Rather 
than needing to simplify and/or select from Austen’s plot, appropriations engage with what it 
means to be a reader of Pride and Prejudice.  
 
Shulman, Enthusiasm (2006) 
 
Enthusiasm is an American romance in which Julia (and her best friend, Ashleigh) navigate 
school and social lives. Ashleigh is an enthusiast in the best and worst senses: she fully 
immerses herself in things she loves, but does so in highly public and visible ways, often 
leading to embarrassment for Julia. However, when Ashleigh goes through an Austen phase, 
she and Julia crash a formal dance at a nearby boys’ school. 
 
Enthusiasm is interested not only in the reading of Jane Austen but of Shakespeare, and Julia 
must come to terms with the ways that texts such as Pride and Prejudice and Romeo and Juliet 
have shaped popular definitions of romantic love, and the dangers or limitations of those 
definitions. 
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If this novel has an implicit lesson about the ‘best way’ to read Austen, it is to move from a 
“deep and silent” (Shulman 4) love of the novels to a more social and sociable being. One way 
or another, Julia’s love of Austen propels her into participating in a school play, contributing 
to a literary journal, improving her school marks, as well as forming a romantic relationship. 
In turn, the compatibility of the central couple—Julia and Parr—is marked more by their 
shared facility in writing poetry than their shared interests in reading. In this novel, the 
consumption of Austen is a starting point for an enjoyable life, rather than a substitution for 
life. 
 
Frederick, Pies and Prejudice (2010) 
 
The protagonists of Pies and Prejudice are all members of a mother-daughter book club. This is 
part of a series, each volume of which shows that the four girls come to know themselves, 
their mothers, and their friends better though shared reading and discussion of classic female-
centred books.  
 
In this installment, the girls learn simple lessons from Pride and Prejudice, such as “First 
impressions aren’t always accurate” (Frederick 39), and more complex ideas about respectful 
peer relationships. Unlike earlier titles in the series, however, Pies and Prejudice does not seem 
convinced that early teens can cope with Austen’s prose. So, they watch the 1940 film version 
(73), and one character takes turns “reading it aloud” (81) instead of privately. 
 
The exception is the group’s budding author, Emma. In Pies and Prejudice, she not only travels 
to England with her American family and learns first-hand to value her more modest 
American origins (coded as more egalitarian than British society, even today), but also reads 
“all of Jane Austen’s novels together” (Frederick 350) with her mother. Rather than seek an 
Austenian plotline for her own life, Emma tells the reader: “No. /  I want the adventure that 
comes along with finding out” (Frederick 370). 
 
If at times Pies and Prejudice takes a somewhat utilitarian view of reading, it nonetheless 
celebrates young women taking control of their futures, and responsibility for their actions. 
Austen’s novel provides the four girls with as much insight into their peer relationships as it 
does into romantic ones. 
 
Sachs, First Impressions (2006) 
 
In First Impressions, Alice is having to rewrite and resubmit a class paper on Pride and Prejudice 
because her teacher is not taken with the thesis that “Pride and Prejudice was really a tragedy 
that just got away from the author” (Sachs 1). It seems that, as the middle sister in a family of 
five children, Alice has identified with Mary Bennet to the degree that Austen’s novel saddens 
and infuriates her. 
 
As the novel progresses, Alice will transition from Mary to Lizzie Bennet as figure of 
identification, helped along by Alice’s real-life potential boyfriend, Kevin. Kevin is marked as 
positive because he is willing to read the Austen novel to be able to discuss it with Alice, and 
because he is willing to offer an opinion different from hers: 
“I’m sorry, Alice, but I really liked it. I know how you feel about Mary, but I guess Jane 
Austen is using her to make us all laugh. Elizabeth, she’s the special one. She’s so 
smart, so interesting—and the way she handles Darcy is just so right. You almost 
forget that this book is nearly two hundred years old.” (Sachs 47) 
 
In turn, it is projected that Alice will transition from being a reader, to becoming a writer: ““I 
also would have to admit that, even if you disagreed with a particular author’s point of view, 
you had no right to change what she had written. You would simply have to write your own 
book” (Sachs 88).  
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Across the appropriations then, is a pattern of young women for whom maturing means not 
only exploring possibilities of romantic relationships, but also (and perhaps more importantly) 
of themselves as creative agents: as writers as well as readers. 
  
“Conclusions”: 
 
These novels are engaged not only with disseminating Austen's Pride and Prejudice but also 
with debates about how and why Pride and Prejudice can or should be read by young people 
(especially young women) today. They are all embedded in a logic of cultural capital, whereby 
knowledge of Austen is deemed valuable and somehow contributes to one being a “better 
person”, but they also offer a distinctive incarnation of what is often seen as the nostalgic bent 
of Austenmania or Janeitism: 
The nostalgia in question is not only for Heritage England, as people have noticed, but 
also for a world that seemed more comprehensible and coherent, and for the novel 
itself in its youth and vigor, the novel endowed (as it appears in retrospect) with an 
integrity, innocence, health, and prosperity, a hopefulness and seriousness of purpose, 
that has been or is being lost. (Brownstein 251) 
 
The YA novels discussed here strike me as conveying precisely such youth, health, and 
hopefulness. One of the effects of reading novels such as these is to observe that while 
Austen’s novels are far from the “universal” that classic literature is often claimed to be, there 
are a number of continuities between the worlds of Austen’s fiction and the worlds of young 
women (and others) today. Not least is the pressure on young women to be romantically 
available to eligible bachelors, but sexually unavailable in general. 
 
These novels are addressed to existing and potential Janeites; they cater to, represent, and may 
even seek to produce, adolescence as a time when one may come to know the self more fully 
through coming to know Pride and Prejudice more fully. I have some reservations about the 
extent to which stereotypical femininity and romance seem to be givens here, but I am also 
aware that the experience of emergent womanhood was one of Austen’s main concerns, and 
that the courtship plot was one of Austen’s powerful literary tools. 
 
More importantly, while all the YA novels I’ve discussed here have a focus on romance, and a 
problematic emphasis on traditional gender roles and economic status, it is the relatively 
straightforward adaptations that most trouble me. The appropriations turn on self-reflexive or 
critical reading as a component of personal development. In so doing, they reveal their deeper 
engagement with the textual politics of Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, a novel interested in 
courtship, certainly, but also one in which the hero asserts that an accomplished woman, 
“must yet add something more substantial, in the improvement of her mind by extensive 
reading” (Austen 35). 
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